Happy Birthday, Dear Amelia!
Helga Zepp-LaRouche commemorates the 100-year celebration of Amelia Boynton
Robinson, in this article translated from German.
What a splendid, rich, and
good life the grand old lady
of the American civil rights
movement can look back on!
On Aug. 18, Amelia Boynton
Robinson will be 100 years
old. She is irrefutable proof
that people who dedicate
their lives to great ideas and
are driven by a selfless love
for humanity never really be
come “old,” but their creativity is constantly developing
and can always conquer new
frontiers!
Amelia was Martin
Luther King’s most important collaborator in their
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common fight; she was fightLyndon LaRouche, Helga Zepp-LaRouche, and Amelia Boynton Robinson at a Schiller Institute
ing back in the 1930s for the conference in Washington, D.C., February 1994. Amelia Robinson has been an inspiration to
civil rights of the African- many generations, young and old, of those seeking freedom and human rights.
American population, whose
situation in the southern
American states was very often akin to slavery. It was
are effectively, in a playful way, reminded of the better
she who invited Dr. King to Selma, and she kept the
humanity within themselves. The drama she wrote,
spirit of the movement alive after his death.
“Through the Years,” is also very moving; it is formed
Amelia collaborated for more than 28 years with the
around many spirituals that illustrate the freedom
international Schiller Institute and the Civil Rights Solstruggle of the slaves, through the fate of a family,
idarity Movement (BüSo), which she considers a movethrough whose example the total inhumanity of the
ment that pursues the same principal goals as the moveslaveholders and plantation owners of the South bement associated with Dr. King. During this time, as a
comes apparent.
representative of the Schiler Institute, she visited many
Wherever she comes in contact with people—and
countries, including Sweden, Denmark, France, Italy,
over the years she has given and participated in probably many thousands of meetings, speeches, conferGermany, India, Iran, Jordan, Egypt, as well as countless cities in the United States. Her message was always
ences, seminars, trips, visits, and so forth—people are
one of love, reconciliation, and dialogue of cultures.
always touched by this extraordinary woman. Amelia
Amelia, who is like a mother to me, and to whom I
is, in the deepest sense, what Friedrich Schiller calls a
am like a daughter, is, among all the many wonderful
beautiful soul, one which does not act through what it
things which can be said about her, above all, a poet. In
does, but through what it is. One of her greatest merits
her poems she addresses the soul with surprising
is surely her wonderful effect on children and youth, for
images and metaphors; she finds a way to immediately
whom the key to their inner fulfillment can often be to
make her readers and listeners feel uplifted, and they
come to know a great historical figure, such as Amelia,
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who, in her personality and
in this specific historical situvibrancy, represents the idea
ation. “Freedom never comes
of freedom and of the courage
without a price; it must always
to stand up for ideals personbe won anew,” was her admoally and directly.
nition, which many people
In March and April 1990,
recall who did not experience
Amelia travelled in the eastall the aspects of reunification
ern part of Germany, which
as an improvement in their
was being incorporated into
own lives.
the new federal state. She visI know from many discusited Cottbus, Zwickau, Chemsions, that the fate of the youth
nitz, Sondershausen, Worbis,
generation lies especially
Heiligenstadt, Criwitz, and
close to Amelia’s heart, a generation which today is conseveral other cities, and it was
fronted with many existential
an astounding experience to
challenges. I know that we
see how universal ideas, such
could give no more beautiful
as the fight for civil and
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human rights, shifted in space Amelia Boynton Robinson and Helga Zepp-LaRouche in birthday gift than to take up
the sacred responsibility to
and time, still work according Germany, November 2007.
use all our strength to help
to the same eternal laws.
create a world where AmeAmelia immediately found
lia’s dream of freedom for all mankind comes nigh.
her way into people’s hearts, and her message—never
We love you, Amelia.
to become a slave because of fear—was very important

From the first issue, datedWinter 1992, featuring Lyndon
LaRouche on “The Science of Music:The Solution to Plato’s Paradox
of ‘The One and the Many,’” to the final issue of Spring/Summer
2006, a “Symposium on Edgar Allan Poe and the Spirit of the American
Revolution,’’ Fidelio magazine gave voice to the Schiller Institute’s
intention to create a new Golden Renaissance.
The title of the magazine, is taken from Beethoven’s great opera,
which celebrates the struggle for political freedom over tyranny.
Fidelio was founded at the time that LaRouche and several of his close
associates were unjustly imprisoned, as was the opera’s Florestan,
whose character was based on the American Revolutionary hero, the
French General, Marquis de Lafayette.
Each issue of Fidelio, throughout its 14-year lifespan, remained
faithful to its initial commitment, and offered original writings by
LaRouche and his associates, on matters of, what the poet Percy
Byssche Shelley identified as, “profound and impassioned conceptions
respecting man and nature.’’
Back issues are now available for purchase through the Schiller Institute website:

http://www.schillerinstitute.org/about/orderform.html
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